
The Country School 
Lower School Remote Learning Plan 

 
 
Remote Learning Overview 
When The Country School campus is closed for an extended period, students will engage in 
remote learning. We use the term remote learning deliberately and in lieu of technology-specific 
terms such as “e-learning” or “online classes” because we believe meaningful remote learning 
opportunities do not – and should not – require students to sit isolated in front of a screen for 
hours each day.  Instead, our approach to remote learning seeks, to the greatest extent possible, to 
ensure that students 
 

● maintain connections with each other and with their teachers  
● engage in authentic learning experiences across all disciplines. 

 
Although remote learning can never replace the direct contact students have with their teachers 
and peers as members of a caring, inclusive school community such as The Country School, it 
does allow students to continue to progress in their studies and to nurture relationships with 
friends and trusted adults. 

In order to maintain a sense of normalcy and a familiar routine, the Lower School follows a 
consistent weekly schedule in which 
 

● Each day begins with a meeting in each homeroom at 8:00 a.m. This morning meeting 
time is critical to maintain connection, build community, and communicate the details of 
the day and week. Attendance is taken during this first live session and all following live 
sessions. 

 
● The Lower School schedule offers both synchronous and asynchronous learning. 

Synchronous learning occurs in the form of full class settings, smaller group meetings, 
and one-on-one meetings. 
 

● In addition to homeroom Morning Meeting, time for important social connections and 
emotional growth is prioritized in the remote learning setting through synchronous lunch 
meetings weekly for each grade level. These lunch meetings include other faculty and 
staff as visiting guests. 
 



Between the personal connections built in homerooms and specials classes, a balance of 
synchronous and asynchronous learning, and the consistent availability of our teachers, it is our 
goal to create a daily balance of structure and independence that incorporates the rigor, clear 
instruction, and personal touch of The Country School education to the greatest extent possible.  
 
For your reference: 
 

● In synchronous classes, interactions happen in real time. Students attend class virtually 
in accordance with their weekly calendar through Google Meet. Invitations to the Google 
Meets are in accordance with the weekly academic calendar and found in the child’s 
Google Classroom. 
 

● In asynchronous classes, interactions happen with detailed teacher instructions either 
without or following in-person instruction. Students engage in class materials that have 
been assigned in Google Classroom and complete work at their own pace, within a given 
timeframe communicated by the teacher.  

 
Instructional Approach 
Our goal is to provide as much regularity with regard to the curriculum as possible. We follow a 
detailed schedule each week. The purpose of the schedule is to provide structure for students at 
home. We understand, given general and personal circumstances, that it may not always be 
possible for each child to make it to every class. Although students are not penalized if they are 
unable to log in for one of their live teaching classes, they are expected to make up the work 
from that synchronous lesson in an asynchronous format. Our goal is to have students as 
independent as possible going to live classes and working with teachers. 
 
Students also use their first Google Meet time each day to engage in “Morning Meeting” to share 
items of interest and to review the learning plan for the day. When not engaged through live 
lessons with teachers, students engage in daily learning activities provided by their teachers. 
 
Classroom teachers use Google Classroom each day to post links to students’ Google Meet times 
as well as the learning plan and activities for the day. Classroom teachers post on Google 
Classroom by 5:00 p.m. the day prior to provide students and parents a preview of the next day’s 
learning. 
 
 
 



Academic Classes 

 Pre-K - 3rd 

Reading Synchronous and Asynchronous 
Daily 

Writing Synchronous or Asynchronous 
1-2 times, weekly 

Math Synchronous and Asynchronous 
Daily 

Social Studies Synchronous or Asynchronous 
1-2 times, weekly 

Second Step/ 
Social/Emotional Learning 

Synchronous or Asynchronous 
Weekly 

Science Synchronous or Asynchronous 
1-2 times, weekly 

 
 
Pre-K thru 4th Grade Synchronous Morning Meeting 
At the start of their synchronous “Morning Meeting”, students enter their first Google Meet. This 
typically runs about 20-25 minutes, as it is designed to engage students, connecting them with 
their teacher and classmates, and letting them know the expectations for their school day. 
 
What Does a Pre-K thru 4th Grade Synchronous Academic Lesson Look Like? 
Beginning with a warm-up, the teacher presents new or reviewed content for the day’s lesson. 
This may be done using various technological tools. Next, students may work on some sort of 
guided practice while online with their teacher and they may even stay on to work on 
independent practice. This allows teachers to check for understanding and also allows students to 
seek assistance if needed. Live sessions may also be used for small group and/or one-on-one 
sessions instead of whole group lessons. A wrap-up discussion closes the lesson and teachers 
may assign follow-up practice. Of course, the content, the skills being presented, and projects 
may warrant a different format, depending upon the grade level and type of lesson. 
 
Special Subject Classes 
We offer a mix of synchronous and asynchronous learning experiences for special subject 
classes. Our goal is for this mix to offer both structure and flexibility in terms of when students 
engage in these learning experiences. 



 
Special subject teachers post weekly activities and/or assignments for their classes on Google 
Classroom at the beginning of each week and they engage with students during special subject 
synchronous meeting times. Links to special subject synchronous classes are posted on their 
Google Classrooms along with a student’s daily schedule. 
 

Special Subject Classes Classes 

Synchronous (Live Teaching) Asynchronous (On-Demand) 

 

Subject Frequency 

Music 
(Pre-K-4) 

Weekly 
 

Library 
(Pre-K-4) 

Weekly 

PE 
(Pre-K-4) 

Weekly 

Art 
(Pre-K-4) 

Weekly 

Spanish 
(1-4) 

Weekly 

 

 

Subject Frequency 

PE 
(Pre-K-4) 

Weekly 
 

Spanish 
(Pre-K-4) 

Weekly 
 

Music 
(Pre-K-4) 

Weekly 

Library 
(Pre-K-4) 

Weekly 
 

Art 
(Pre-K-4) 

Weekly 
 

 

 
 
What Does a Synchronous Special Subject Lesson Look Like? 
At the start of the Special Subject synchronous class meeting, students enter the teacher’s 
classroom through Google Meet. After greetings, the teacher instructs a mini-lesson, engages the 
students in an instructional activity, and reviews the learning activities and plans for that day’s 
lesson. Students complete any assigned activities asynchronously at home. 
 
Assignments 
All student work and assignments must be turned in to the teacher in accordance to the teacher’s 
instruction. 
 



Assignments are posted daily on Google Classroom. Teachers inform students (parents when 
necessary) how classwork and assignments are expected to be submitted and when they are due. 
In most cases, assignments can be loaded as a Google Doc or photographed and submitted as a 
PDF. 
Students are responsible for the completion of work assigned to them and should discuss with 
their teachers if they are encountering any difficulty. If students need additional time to complete 
an assignment, this should be discussed with their teacher and a time extension will be decided at 
that time. 
  
Assessment Approach/Grading 
Assessment goals remain the same. Teachers seek to measure a student’s understanding 
of content, ability to perform skills, and completion of course objectives and expectations. 
Student work may be assessed in similar ways to our on-campus experience, which counts 
toward grades and progress. A student’s grade continues to reflect those measures, and each 
teacher/grade-level has developed appropriate methods of assessment. In order for teachers to 
best assess students’ mastery of skills and content, students should work as independently as is 
developmentally appropriate on all assignments and assessments.  
 
Daily Schedule 
We understand that family schedules may impact the flow of the remote learning plan for 
younger students. As much as possible, we encourage students to develop a consistent routine 
and schedule. Examples of regular daily schedules might include: 
 
Pre-K - 2nd Grades 

● Eat breakfast, get dressed, view daily learning schedule on the homeroom Google 
Classroom and prepare a work area 

● Live Morning Meeting (15-30 minutes) 
● Break 
● Live Academic Meet with classroom teachers (30-45 minutes*) 
● Break (snack time and recess) 
● Live Academic Meet with classroom teachers  
● Break 
● Live Academic Meet with classroom teachers (30-45 minutes*) 
● Lunch and Break 
● Special Subject Google Meet time (30-45 minutes) 
● Small Group/One-on-One Meets as needed 
● Lower School students work on completing classroom assignments in the afternoon 

 



*Synchronous sessions most likely include more than one of the following learning modalities 
within each session: whole group instruction with students focusing on the teacher, discussion, 
reflection time, games, read-alouds, movement, quiet practice time, and hands-on learning 
activities. 
 
As is shown above, on the lowest end of synchronous learning minutes, Pre-K through 2nd 
graders are engaged for 2.25 hours and at the high end, 3.5 hours. That said, not all of the 
synchronous learning minutes listed are used for whole-group, sedentary instruction. At the 
beginning of the year, learning time increments for our youngest students are shorter and simpler 
as they adjust to their new teacher and routine and as they build up the stamina they will need in 
order to focus, listen, and learn for growing periods of time throughout the year. With children’s 
developmental levels and brain-based research in mind, teachers typically change teaching 
modalities every 7-10 minutes during live sessions.  
 
3rd and 4th Grades 

● Eat breakfast, get dressed, view their daily learning schedule on their homeroom Google 
Classroom and prepare a work area 

● Live Morning Meeting (30 minutes) 
● Break 
● Live Academic Meet with classroom teachers (45 minutes*) 
● Break (snack time and recess) 
● Live Academic Meet with classroom teachers(45 minutes*) 
● Lunch and Break 
● Afternoon Academic Meet with classroom teachers(45 minutes*) 
● Special Subject Google Meet time (45 minutes) 
● Lower School students work on completing classroom assignments in the afternoon 

 
*Synchronous sessions most likely include more than one of the following learning modalities 
within each session: whole group instruction with students focusing on the teacher, discussion, 
reflection time, games, read-alouds, movement, quiet practice time, and hands-on learning 
activities. 
 
As shown above, on the lowest end of synchronous learning minutes, 3rd and 4th grade students 
are engaged on average, 3.5 hours. That said, not all of the synchronous learning minutes listed 
are used for whole-group, sedentary instruction. At the beginning of the year, learning time 
increments for 3rd and 4th grade students are shorter and simpler as they adjust to their new 
teacher and routine and as they build up the stamina they will need in order to focus, listen, and 
learn for growing periods of time throughout the year. With children’s developmental levels and 



brain-based research in mind, teachers typically change teaching modalities every 7-10 minutes 
during live sessions. 
 
Attendance 
Students are expected to participate in the scheduled synchronous lessons with their teachers. 
Attendance is taken at the beginning of each class or live session, and teachers communicate 
attendance to Ms. Fogg. 
 
If a child is sick and cannot engage in remote learning on a given day, parents should email Ms. 
Fogg each morning of the student’s absence, as is normal. 
 
Social/Gathering Opportunities 
Maintaining well-being is an important part of managing any sort of change to routine. Parents 
should help their children stay in contact with their friends. They may encourage phone or 
FaceTime conversations and other peer interactions through virtual means, including study 
groups where appropriate. They may also encourage games, free play, free reading, and other 
favorite activities outside of study time. Parents should also try to reserve some time every day 
for going outside and enjoying nature. Including physical movement and exercise every day can 
help reduce stress and improve concentration. Parents should monitor student stress levels and 
reach out to their teacher or division head if they find their child is struggling.  
 
Extra Help/Office Hours 
In an effort to maintain personal connections and provide students with the help they need, all 
teachers offer published “office hours” within their daily schedules. These office hours are 
intended for the following purposes: 
 

● To provide extra help navigating digital assignments. 
● To provide feedback or extra support that cannot be delivered through digital feedback. 
● To give parents assistance or answer questions when needed.  
● To discuss absences and missed lessons, as determined necessary by teachers. 
● Allow time for teachers to reach out to parents for periodic check-ins. 

 
Accessing Learning Services 
The Learning Specialist is in close contact with classroom teachers and advisors regarding the 
progress of all students who have a TS4 (Testing Summary and Suggested Student Supports), in 
addition to checking in with the parents of these students. Concerns are addressed during team 
meetings.  Students who receive one-on-one remedial support with outside tutors during school 
on campus should plan to continue this support during a remote learning period. Parents with 
concerns regarding their child’s progress, or concerns about their child’s ability to successfully 



complete remote learning lessons, should first discuss this concern with the classroom teacher. 
Classroom teachers will share this information with the Division Head and the Learning 
Specialist during a team meeting to determine an action plan to address the concern. The 
Classroom teacher and Learning Specialist work together to coordinate and communicate this 
action plan.  
 
Accessing Counseling Services 
During a remote learning period, The Country School counselor, Dr. Kelly Lane, is available 
8:15 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., Wednesday through Friday (when not instructing Life Skills) for 
tele-mental health sessions via Google Meet,  Zoom, or phone call on an as-needed basis. Parents 
of Lower School students may email Mrs. Klakring (formerly Ms. Diem) to set up a time to 
speak with Dr. Lane, whether through a virtual meeting or a phone call.  
 
To effectively engage in a tele-mental health session: 
 

● After an email exchange to establish a date and time for your session, Dr. Lane emails 
parents a virtual link or sends individual students a link using their Google email address. 
The parent or student clicks on that link to join the tele-mental health session. 

● A private location is best to minimize the chance for interruptions. 
● A reliable internet connection is important. 
● Parents should not share the virtual link from Dr. Lane with other parties. 

 
Digital Platforms, Resources, and Tools 
Technology is a key component of a remote learning environment and The Country School has a 
number of resources available to support families’ effective use of technology at home. Students 
are expected to have access to an iPad, laptop, or desktop computer and a reliable internet 
connection in order to participate effectively in remote learning. If families do not have 
technology resources available at home, they should contact the school for assistance. As always, 
students are expected to adhere to the acceptable use policy at all times. 
 

Tool Description 

Email Email should be used for all communications to faculty and administration. 
If a follow-up phone call is required, faculty and administration schedule this 
through email. 

Google Suite 
(incl. Google 
Classroom) 

Google Classroom is used to document student work and deliver 
asynchronous assignments to students. These asynchronous activities may 
include extra academic practice, student reflections, or video lessons from 
teachers. 



Google Meet Google Meet is the primary tool for synchronous “live learning” sessions. 
This tool helps teachers lead workshop mini lessons, and allows students to 
communicate with one another like they would during classroom 
discussions. 

E-Books The Country School is fortunate to have access to so many electronic 
libraries. If more reading material for children is required for independent 
reading, parents should use the following resources: 

● SORA 
● OverDrive 
● RazKids 
● NewsELA 
● Time for Kids 
● True Flix 
● BookFlix 
● Epic 
● Storyworks 
● Scholastic News 
● Let’s Find Out Magazine 
● Hoopla 

Pearson Realize ● Reading Street 
● enVision Math 
● Interactive Science 

IXL 
(1st-4th) 

Students have access to IXL through their devices during remote learning 
times. Should parents or students desire more engagement with math 
practice, they can use IXL. 

Wixie Students have access to Wixie, which is an online creativity tool that is used 
for Lower School tech lessons, but may also be used by homeroom teachers 
as a learning and practice tool.  

 
What to Expect from The Country School 
Faculty members in each division are responsible for developing remote learning plans that are 
age- and developmentally-appropriate, are aligned with learning objectives in the classroom, and 
provide engaging and challenging work. Faculty choose among a variety of methods for 
instruction, and all families should expect a balance of synchronous and asynchronous 
techniques to advance learning. Teachers determine the appropriate methods to achieve their 
learning objectives, based on the content, skills, and unique features of their lessons. The need 
for group connection and feedback is also considered when deciding which tools to use.  
 
What We Expect from Parents/Guardians 

https://newsela.com/
https://time.com/tfk-free/


 
● Have patience and show support during a time of transition and change.  
● Help your child check for daily assignments via Google Classrooms.  
● Assist your child in creating a learning space. 
● Make sure your child is prepared for live learning sessions. Students should use the 

bathroom, have a snack, and have a drink before beginning. Children should not eat 
during live sessions. No stuffed animals, toys, siblings or pets should be at hand during a 
live lesson.  

● Help your child manage their work schedule each day.  
● Continue to report attendance. Students are expected to participate in learning activities 

each day. Parents should send an email to Ms. Fogg by 8:00 a.m. if their child is unable 
to participate in classwork for the day.  
 

Guidelines for Students 
All rules and guidelines as outlined in the Parent Handbook, including those related to academic 
work, student conduct, and integrity as members of The Country School community, apply 
during remote learning. Students and/or parents with questions should reach out to their teacher, 
or division head. 
 
Of particular note, parents and students should make sure to review the Acceptable Use of 
Technology Policy (AUP) and understand that, for privacy reasons, at no time should a student 
record any portion of a remote learning class unless given permission by the teacher. Also, no 
content, synchronous or asynchronous, should be shared on any social media platforms unless 
given permission by the teacher. 
 
Guidelines for Parents/Guardians 
Remote learning may be both exciting and challenging for students. Here are a few ways you 
can help your child succeed during remote learning: 
 

● Help your child establish and stick to routines. While your child may enjoy the freedom 
from some of the usual school routines that remote learning allows, many will come to 
crave the boundaries and social connections that these routines provide. Depending upon 
your child's age, you may wish to help your child establish norms around getting up and 
getting dressed, workspaces during the day, staying organized, snacks and meals, family 
time, and physical activity. 

● Stay engaged in your child’s learning while encouraging independence so they can take 
ownership of their learning. Some productive struggle is essential to learning, so we ask 
that parents allow their children to grapple with problems and come up with ideas to 
tackle them. 



● Be mindful of your child's level of anxiety. Because remote learning may take place in 
the context of a crisis, some students will be understandably worried about family and 
friends. They will likely feel some additional stress as they hear concerning news reports 
and wonder when life will return to normal. Help your child process what they are 
hearing and their concerns, remind them to take breaks from the news and social media, 
avoid burdening them with your own worry, and allow them to focus on the routine of 
school. 

 
Frequently Asked Questions 
 
What if my child is sick and cannot participate in online learning? 
Your child’s mental, emotional, and physical health is always a top priority. If your child cannot 
make a live teaching session or complete daily work, please reach out to your child’s teacher. 
Homeroom teachers take attendance within live teaching sessions and require students to submit 
all completed assignments. However, we are aware that these are exceptional times, and if for 
some reason your child is unable to complete a given assignment, please reach out to your 
child’s teacher. 

How will this affect assessment and grade reports? 
Teachers use a variety of approaches to assess students, taking into account multiple variables 
and challenges. Teachers use observation during live sessions and work submitted as part of 
informal assessment.  

What happens if I lose connection during live teaching sessions? 
It is possible that there will be moments in which internet connections are inconsistent. In the 
event that this happens and you cannot access a live teaching session, do the following: 

 
● Reassure your children that they will be able to talk with their teacher later. Give 

them a break if you have tried to reconnect and cannot. 
● Contact your children’s teachers to let them know you had trouble connecting. If 

they are in the middle of live teaching, they will do their best to contact you afterward. 
● Use office hours to get caught up on anything your child missed. Each teacher shares 

the time of their office hours with you in a separate schedule, as well as the best way to 
schedule time with them during office hours. 



Why is there downtime throughout the schedule? 
You may notice there is space for downtime in your child’s schedule. Children need lots of body 
and brain breaks. These times allow for developmentally-appropriate, child-created play, rest, 
and snacks. Children may also choose to use this time to complete the art lesson, science 
observations, etc. And sometimes parents need a break, too, so join in during these downtimes. 

 
Important Contacts 
Please note that contact information for your child’s teachers can be found in the StarNet 
Directory, and frequently, the teacher is often the most appropriate person to contact first. 
However, please know that the following people are also absolutely here to help you as you 
navigate through your Country School experience. 
 
Kitty Davis 
Head of Lower School 
kdavis@countryschool.org 
 
Wilson Everhart 
Head of Upper School 
weverhart@countryschool.org 
 
Kristin Klakring 
Executive Assistant & Registrar 
kklakring@countryschool.org 
 
Shannon Fogg 
School Secretary 
sfogg@countryschool.org 
 
 
 
 
 


